Rebuilding Civic Space modality

▼

Up to DKK 3 million

The modality “Rebuilding Civic Space” focuses on capacity development and advocacy. The purpose
is to strengthen resilient and independent civil societies in the Global South, which has experienced
a shrinking civic space, violations on human rights, rights at work, as well as disproportionate restrictions as an effect of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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2. BACKGROUND
1. OBJECTIVE

Globally, there is a tendency for civic space to be shrinking,

The Rebuilding Civic Space modality aims to strengthen re-

and many sources are reporting a worsening scenario due

silient and independent civil societies in the Global South,

to governmental responses to COVID-19. This feeds into a

which has experienced a shrinking civic space, including

broader trend of undermining the respect for human rights

worsening human rights violations and restrictions as a

and democracy, which encompasses violence against

consequence of the COVID-19 crisis. This objective is pur-

peaceful demonstrations as well as assaults, arrests and

sued by means of capacity development and/or advocacy

even killings of human rights defenders. The COVID-19

to proactively resist violations, restrictions and human rights

pandemic can be misused as a pretext to deepen such op-

setbacks, in e.g. the freedoms of peaceful assembly, associa-

pressive practice and policies. Human rights defenders,

tion, expression; and freedom of thought, conscience and

journalists, women and girls, union representatives, religi-

religion; fundamental principles and rights at work as well

ous and ethnic minorities, indigenous peoples and LGBTIQ+

as freedom of the media.

citizens are particularly targeted.

Interventions must address scenarios in which the COVID-

To help substantiate the analysis of the context, applicants

19 pandemic either directly or indirectly has increased the

may use the CIVICUS Monitor and ICNLs COVID-19 Civic

1) The allocated funds includes grants, as well as CISU's expenses for
grant administration, capacity development such as workshops
and learning events among grant holders and civil society.
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Freedom Tracker, The Global State of Democracy Indi-

If an intervention aims to protect civic space that is being

ces as well as several other global tracking and monitoring

challenged without any relation to COVID-19, other support

mechanisms that particularly monitor in relation to

modalities of the Civil Society Fund can be applied for, such

COVID-19 measures. The reports and experiences of local

as a Development Intervention, Citizen Participation Inter-

partners can also be drawn upon. The central point is to spe-

vention or Small-Scale Intervention.

cify how laws (legal restrictions, emergency regulations etc.)
and/or practices (physical attacks, bureaucratic hindrances,
defamation, etc.) imposed under COVID-19 are disproportionate to the health crisis, having restrained civil society
actors’ room for manoeuvre, including their access to target
groups and other steps to prevent them from reaching their
goals.
To further substantiate the context analysis, please refer
to section 2.4 in Guidelines for the Civil Society Fund for
inspiration in analysing the fragility of the situation in which
the intervention is to take place.

3. TYPES OF INTERVENTION
Funding can be approved for interventions that build capacity in civil society organisations and/or vulnerable/targeted
groups that address or are affected by the infringements on
their democratic and civic space as an effect of COVID-19
measures.
Support can also be given to interventions that address problematic limitations of civic space and democratic freedom
rights under the pretext of COVID-19, including, but not
limited to:
• Attacks and violations on human rights defenders and
media outlets.
• Detention of activists for disseminating critical information.
• Unlawful and/or unjustifiable restrictions on access to
information, including on freedom of speech and censorship.
• Violations of the right to privacy as well as overly broad
and unjustifiable use of emergency laws, including reducing of digital space and freedom of movement.
• Attacks on unions and the fundamental principles and
rights at work.
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3.1

EXAMPLES OF INTERVENTION

The below examples are meant as inspiration for applicants.
•

Campaign to repeal emergency
law

Reopening society and
the economy

Journalists and activists in a country with a relatively

In a country whose economy has been hit hard by

low prevalence of COVID-19 have been arrested for

COVID-19, a gender equality alliance expresses con-

allegedly “spreading fake news” after expressing con-

cerns over worsening poverty due to ruined liveli-

cerns or publishing information about the pandemic.

hoods. As the spread of COVID-19 has receded, the

Furthermore, the government has enacted an emer-

organisations involved have sought to mobilize mar-

gency law to begin surveillance of social media and

ket traders and farmers to stand together to request

telecommunications and to restrict freedom of move-

further and faster lifting of restrictions on transport,

ment and assembly.

as well as help from local and national authorities to

A Danish organisation has joined up with several

improve sanitation in marketplaces.

local partners to analyse the emergency law with a

As a consequence, leaders of the gender equality alli-

legal team and collecting witness testimonies from

ance have been detained several times and been sub-

the people affected in order to showcase violations

jected to a smear campaign online and in state-con-

with a political rather than a public-health rationale.

trolled media.

Journalists, activists and partner staff are trained in the

Learning from this experience, the Danish organi-

country’s own constitution, human rights and cam-

sation and the gender equality alliance have jointly

paigning techniques. Then a campaign is launched,

applied for a Rebuilding Civic Space intervention that

petitioning the government to repeal the emergency

will develop a resilience plan for CSO leaders, farmers,

law. The case is built on legal arguments that could

merchants and traders. They devise a procedure for

potentially be tested in court, combined with witness

warning each other if the authorities are out to harass

testimonies to influence public opinion and put pres-

them.

sure on the government. Appeals are made to politicians and government authorities to engage in dialogue.

Budget: DKK 375,000 spent on workshops
and planning meetings, as well as staff salary at

Budget: DKK 690,000 spent on legal analysis

the gender equality alliance for coordination. An

and partner staff salary for collecting testimo-

amount is set aside for legal aid, if the work pro-

nies and conducting the campaign, carrying out

vokes further arrests.

training, and producing campaign materials for
radio, social media and print.

The intervention addresses the situation
by strengthening civil society’s ability to stand

The intervention addresses the limitations

together and advocate for better conditions,

imposed on media and violations of various civic

once the government is no longer justified on

rights, making valid arguments and demanding

public-health grounds in restricting freedom of

compliance with basic rights. This effort is boo-

movement, assembly and expression.

sted by building the capacity of local CSOs and
other actors to influence public opinion as well as
by strengthening their dialogue with politicians.
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Supporting each other – safely

Demasking police by masking
up

Unemployment has shot up during the COVID-19

Indigenous groups are playing a strong role in the

pandemic. This has severely impacted the country’s

protection, management and stewardship of forest

LGBTIQ+ community, many of whom have lost their

areas. However, the national police have used ex-

jobs and been barred from meeting in safe spaces due

cessive force to keep villagers under lockdown, thus

to arbitrary restrictions on movement. Some have be-

hindering regular forest monitoring. Predictably, ille-

come unable to pay their rent, having to seek shelter

gal logging has increased. Local journalists covering

with judgmental parents and relatives. Suicide rates

the incidents have been arrested.

have increased.

The police argue in their defence that people have

The police have misused the situation to increase their

only been detained and prevented from moving due

violent harassment of the LGBTIQ+ community, whose

to failure to take protective measures, such as mask

member have attempted to gather and seek support

wearing.

from each other. As a result, some have been arrested

Local organisations have reached out to a Danish part-

and accused of intentionally spreading COVID-19.

ner, applying together for an intervention based on

It is not legal to register as an organisation that works

two elements: 1) equipping relevant actors with the

with LGBTIQ+ people, so the Danish organisation has

obligatory protective gear; 2) hiring a team of natio-

partnered up with another human rights-based organi-

nal and foreign legal professionals to draw attention

sation which functions as the intermediary.

to the unlawfulness of police violence and to monitor

The three organisations jointly address the situation

abuses on the ground, hoping to prevent further esca-

by setting up secure online communities that foster

lation and potential killings like those seen in neigh-

mutual support. Training is provided online to ensure

bouring countries. All the while, the community main-

that all communication stays secure from snooping

tains its role in watching out for illegal loggers.

authorities, particularly the police. At the same time,
the network is seeking to gather international support

Budget: DKK 590,000 covering the protective

to protest the government’s excessive use of force

gear and salaries for coordination and legal team

against the LGBTIQ+ community.

members. An amount is set aside to speak on the
matter in international forums (online and off-

Budget: DKK 98,000 spent on developing

line).

the online community, holding planning meet-

The intervention addresses the false pre-

ings on how to invite the right people inside the

text for police oppression that is damaging the

secure network. Salary for the coordination of the

forest both by complying with their requirement

international campaign.

to wear protective masks and by building a legal

The intervention addresses the police’s

case against their excesses.

harassment of a vulnerable group and seeks to
build their mental and physical resilience by
devising secure ways of meeting and networking
in support of each other.
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Are union representatives
special disease transmitters?

Local rights defenders and
citizen groups

For several years, authorities have been attack-

The general democratic space for indigenous peoples

ing workers being active in trade unions. During

has been under enormous pressure for a long time

COVID-19 a special authorisation has been issued to

throughout the region. For decades, the Danish ap-

the police and others to undertake actions against

plicant, together with a wide network of indigenous

people and organisations that they consider as un-

peoples, has focused on monitoring cases of wrong-

dermining the government’s emergency plan to

doing and taking action against authorities and inve-

salvage public health. The result has been a deliberate

stors' breaches and violations in the territories of in-

targeting of union leaders at specific workplaces who

digenous peoples and taking cases to a legal level, as

now have been fired, arrested and even killed. There

well as mobilising for demonstrations when necessary.

is evidently no correlation, but the police continue

As a result of COVID-19 shutdowns and restrictions on

their attacks in a de facto lawless situation.

freedom of movement, all these systems are under-

The intervention will target thousands of workers

mined. There is land grabbing on a grand scale, indi-

regarding awareness on their workers’ rights and basic

genous peoples' leaders are criminalised, when they

human rights, which are being violated to great ex-

defend their rights over territories. In other words,

tent. A force of local rights defenders is being trained

COVID-19 has amplified the attacks on indigenous

to carry out this work. The detained union leaders are

peoples, while reducing their ability to take action.

supported with legal aid and a family support team

A supplementary intervention is applied to raise

is being put to action to care for the families of

awareness of ongoing problems throughout the regi-

detainees and those killed, in terms of both moral

on. Monitoring systems are being expanded through

support and building cases against the perpetrators,

local hotspot rights defenders. Citizen groups receive

etc. A major effort is being launched to find and enga-

training in detecting abuses, training in peaceful

ge in dialogue with both officials and politicians, who

demonstrations. Local defenders are also trained to

also believe that the abuses have gone too far and can

obtain evidence, both in the form of documents,

help to put pressure on the key people in the govern-

photo and video and local testimony.

ment and on the police and other assailants.
Budget: DKK 3,000,000 for a regional interBudget: DKK 2,134,000 for trainings of rights

vention in 5 countries with a focus on creating a

defenders and campaigns at the workplaces,

training program for appox. 200 local defenders.

legal family teams, and the dialogue effort. This

They will partly work with existing monitoring

includes salaries for employees of trade unions

systems that are being expanded through this in-

and the purchase of legal aid.

tervention. Furthermore, the are tasked to mobilise citizen groups to stand stronger locally
against the specific land grab incidents.

ons. This is done through strengthening union

The intervention addresses the deteriora-

representatives at the workplaces and through

ting situation in which government and investors

solidarity with specific affected families. It is being

have used the situation to make shady agree-

pursued to cultivate an alliance of politicians and

ments that attack the rights of indigenous people

civil servants who dare to take action against

regarding certain territory. This is done through

the government.

strengthening and expanding existing systems.
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The intervention addresses the attacks on
human rights and the right to organise in uni-

4. ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

5. INFORMATION WORK IN DENMARK

Applications are assessed in view of four criteria.

In applications to the Civil Society Fund, it is possible to ask
for up to 2% of the total amount requested to be spent on in-

In the assessment of proposed interventions, requirements

formation work in Denmark. If this option is chosen, at least

are always adapted to match the amount applied for, the

the purpose, target group and means of communication

experience of applicant organisations, the context and

should be reflected upon. While the design of activities of

objective. See section 9.3.1 in the Guidelines for the Civil

this kind will not be subject to an assessment, after the inter-

Society Fund, which elaborates on the adaptability of

vention is completed, the grantee must provide very brief

requirements.

results reporting and present concrete information products, (activity) photos or videos, screen dumps or the like.

These are the four criteria:

Such material will be published and used to help communi-

1. Objective and relevance

cate results through the world map on CISU’s website.

• The objective of the intervention falls within the overall
purpose of the Civil Society Fund and the particular
objective of the Rebuilding Civic Space modality, i.e.

6. WHO CAN APPLY?

to what degree the intervention is relevant in view of

The Rebuilding Civic Space modality accepts applications

the context in which it is to take place, and how the

from civil society organisations with roots in Denmark. The

intervention addresses hindrances/limitations in civic

intervention must be implemented in collaboration and

space or the increased pressure on human rights that

partnership with local organisations from a developing

is experienced as an effect of COVID-19 measures.

country on the OECD DAC’s list. Organisations are eligible
to apply if they meet the minimum requirements laid

2. Partnership/partners

down by the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (see below),

• The participating partners and other potential actors

including organisations with contributions from the

have the necessary popular anchorage, experience, capa-

Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs such as strategic partner-

city and resources.

ship agreement, fund agreement or equivalent.

• The contributions, roles and areas of responsibility of all
partners and other actors are relevant to the intervention.

The following minimum requirements laid down by the
Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs must be met by the

3. Target groups, objectives and expected results

Danish organisation:

• The intervention can be expected to deliver capacity

• The organisation needs to be private, and it must have

building and/or advocacy results addressing the current

legal and organisational domicile as well as activities in

challenges for civic space, including for vulnerable target

Denmark.

groups.
• The objectives and results of the intervention are realistic
and measurable.

• The chairperson or most members of its governing body
must be Danish citizens or foreigners with permanent
residence permit and home address in Denmark.
• The organisation must have existed for at least one year.

4. Cost level
• The activities and expected results of the intervention are
proportionate to the cost level and the total budget.

• The organisation must have a minimum of 50 annually
paying members or contributors in Denmark unless it is
an umbrella organisation in which case the requirement
must be met by at least one of the members of the
umbrella organisation.
• The organisation must have a set of statutes and submit
accounts subject to auditing.
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Please refer to sections 2.1 and 2.2 for further requirements

7. APPLICATION

to the Danish application and partner organisation, as well

There are two ways to apply:

as the Administration Guide.
1) If the organisation does not have an agreement (direct
As set out in CISU’s Guidelines for the Civil Society Fund,

contribution) with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the

when a local partner is an informal type of organisation (e.g.

organisation will apply for a Civic Space Intervention.

a social movement), a non-legal, non-registered body or is

This will typically be organisations who normally apply

otherwise prevented from featuring as the direct partner, it

with CISU or other similar setups (including CISUs pro-

is possible to choose another organisation – even one that

gram organisations).

does not belong to civil society – to act as an intermediary to
link up to the Danish applicant organisation. This could be,

2) If the organisation does have an agreement (direct

for instance, in countries where civil society organisations

contribution) with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the

in general or certain groups in particular are subject to legi-

organisation can apply for a Civic Space Supplement.

slation that restricts their right to organise or their access to

However, if the intervention that is applied for does not

international financing.

build on existing engagements in relation to country,
thematic area or partner, then the organisation has to

It is possible to have several partners and to involve other

apply for a Civic Space Intervention, despite that they

actors, as set out in section 2.1 and 2.2. of the overall Guide-

have an agreement with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

lines for the Civil Society Fund. For applications for
previously

Please refer to section 9 in the Guidelines for the

granted and/or that are ongoing, we refer to section

Civil Society Fund for details on the application and

2.2.3

assessment process.

interventions
on

with

the

applications

same

partner(s)

that build

on former and

ongoing interventions.
REBUILDING CIVIC SPACE INTERVENTIONS

•

Can be applied for by all applicants
who do not have an agreement
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

•
CIVIC SPACE
INTERVENTIONS

CIVIC SPACE
SUPPLEMENT

•

Must be applied for by applicants
with an agreement with the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, if the intervention
will take place in new countries,
with new partners or with a new
thematic area in relation to the
existing agreement with the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.

Can be applied for by organisations
with an agreement with the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.

Applications consist of
Signed front page
Application format
Budget
Basic data for applicant and for
partner (data that already is entered
into 'Vores CISU' is updated where

•
•
•
•

relevant).

Applications consist of
Signed front page
Application format
Budget
Basic data for applicant and partner
has previously been shared with
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and will
therefore not need to be entered.

•
•
•
•
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Distribution of funds

Application format and basic data

All applications, both Civic Space Interventions and Civic

Application format, budget, budget guidelines, front

Space Supplement, are assessed on an ongoing basis and

page and Administration Guide are available at

granted if assessed as worthy of support.

www.cisu.dk/formater.

The funds for this modality are granted on an ongoing basis

The application format, budget and signed front page

until the funds are exhausted.

are uploaded to ‘Vores CISU’.

Time period

Before submitting an application for a Civic Space

Interventions applied for can last up to 24 months.

Inter-vention, the Danish applicant organisation must
type in basic data about themselves self and their

Maximum amount for the individual organisation

partners on ‘Vores CISU’. All applicants for Civic Space

One organisation can apply for a total of DKK 3 million. One

Interventions are encouraged to look into what basic data

organisation can be granted several interventions as long as

is required in good time before they apply. Furthermore,

the total amount does not supersede DKK 3 million.

the applicant must en-sure that all basic data in ‘Vores
CISU’ is up to date.

Amounts granted to Rebuilding Civic Space Interventions
from previous guidelines do not add towards the DKK 3

As all applications under this modality are considered

million ceiling.

to take place in a fragile situation, applicants must tick off
when uploading the application that the intervention

Granted amounts do not count towards the annual organi-

takes place in a fragile situation.

sational DKK 6 million ceiling that is normally in force under
the Civil Society Fund.

Please also refer to our guiding overview: Are you ready
to submit your application? on p. 44 in the Guidelines for

Same rules as for the Civil Society Fund for application

the Civil Society Fund.

amounts apply: In order to apply for interventions of more
than DKK 500,000, the applicant organisation must have

As

implemented at least one intervention with a grant of over

applications granted under this modality will not

an

exception

from

CISUs

normal

procedure,

DKK 200,000 or carried out an equivalent intervention of the

automatically be published online, as this might pose a

same nature with reporting requirements corresponding to

security risk in matters related to restricted civic space.

those of CISU and/ or the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Please contact CISU if you do want you granted
application to be published on CISUs website.
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8. ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Applications will be assessed by CISUs Assessment Committee with a fast track for all applicants. The assessment period
is four weeks. If follow-up questions are required, the assessment period will be prolonged.

FOUR WEEKS' ASSESMENT

DISBURSEMENT
(HOWEVER NO SOONER
THAN ONE MONTH PRIOR
TO START DATE)

DECISION BY
ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE

RECOMMENDATION

ASSESSMENT BY
ASSESSMENT CONSULTANT

15 WORK DAYS

SCREENING WITH MFA

INTERNAL SCREENING

APPLICATION

5 WORK DAYS
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